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Word links

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Link the words.

1. ai etry

2. spec mble

3. fede ific

4. esca gular

5. irre ctor

6. hori late

7. rese gen

8. geom ral

9. dire d

10. oxy zon

1. To give help to or assist.

2. Pertaining to a particular thing or 

person and to nothing else of the same 

kind; particular.

3. Having to do with a system of 

government that unites several states 

under a central government.

4. To increase in intensity, scope, or size.

5. Uneven in shape, arrangement, 

surface, or some other way.

6. The line where the earth and the sky 

appear to meet.

7. To be similar to or to look like.

8. The area of mathematics concerned 

with the study of shapes and objects.

9. A person who guides the affairs of a 

business or other organization.

10. A gas with no color or smell that is one 

of the chemical elements.
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